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1

RED, GREEN, YELLOW AND BLUE
Red, green, yellow and blue
Red, green, yellow and blue
Red, green, yellow and blue
I like red/green/yellow/blue and I like you
Red like a heart that keeps on beating, beating (pa-pum, pa-pum, pa-pum, pa-pum)
Green like the grass at the park, the park (jump, one, two, three)
Yellow like the rays of the shining sun
And blue like the sea, where I want to go swim (splash, splash, splash, splash)

2

FRUIT SALAD
I love fruits, I love them with lemon, I love fruits, I love them with lemon
They’re so yummy, they’re so yummy, mm mm mm mm mm
Apple, orange
Pear, plum
Avocado, banana
With lemon
Yummy, yummy, yummy, with lemon
Oh how I love fruits, with lemon

3

OUR FARM
I took a walk, I took a walk around the farm
And then a bird, a pretty bird flew up to me
He said “I’d like to tell you just a little story”
About the animals that I think you should meet
The bees and snakes
And cows, and pigs
And chickens, and horses
With the friends that we meet
We can play in harmony

4

NOW AND STOP
So when I say now, I wanna see you play your instruments, ready? Now!
Everybody stop!
And now!
And stop!
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5

LET'S GO FOR A RIDE
Watch me pedal, on my bicycle, on my bicycle
I put on my helmet, on my bicycle, on my bicycle
I love to ride, on my bicycle, on my bicycle
I love my bicycle, I love my bicycle
Okay my friends, so let’s get on our bike and pedal slow
Slow slow, slow, slow
And now let’s go fast!
Fast, fast, fast, fast, fast, fast!
Okay my friends, well if we wanna go faster we will need a motorcycle. All right, jump on!
I got uphill, on my motorcycle, on my motorcycle
I go downhill, on my motorcycle, on my motorcycle
I feel the wind, on my motorcycle, on my motorcycle
I love my motorcycle, I love my motorcycle
And now let’s go slow, slow, slow, slow!
And, brm, brm, faster! Fast, fast, fast, fast, fast, brm, fast!
My friends if we wanna go faster we’re gonna have to take an airplane
So stretch your arms out like an airplane!
I fly up high, in my airplane
I see the world, in my airplane
I open my wings, in my airplane
I love my airplane, I love my airplane

6

WASHING HANDS
I went to school and I played all day with my friends
I stayed outside and I made a castle with my hands
At home I find the soap, turn on the water and wash them clean
I wash them, wash them, wash them, and wash them, wash them, wash my hands
Have you been outside?
Hmm, let’s wash our hands!

7

DINNER TIME
It’s finally time to eat
I’m really hungry, I’m really hungry
Craving vegetable soup
It’s so yummy, it’s so yummy!
Getting ready for dinner time
Tomatoes, onions, and carrots
Put the potatoes too, put the potatoes too
We’re so thankful for this food
I love to eat with you, I love to eat with you
Getting ready for dinner time
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8

DANCE PARTY
The moment has come to move, do you wanna dance?
Do you wanna dance? Dance
Now do you wanna jump? Do you wanna jump?
Let me see you jump! Jump!
The moment has come to move, do you wanna march?
Let me see you march! March!
Now let’s clap! Clap! Clap, clap

9
10

THE SUN AND THE MOON

10

THE STARS SHINE

In the day there is something round and warm up in the sky
Always shining right on me, it’s bright and full of light
When I’m walking towards the sun, my shadow follows from behind
And if I turn and walk away, my shadow is there to show the way
It’s the sun! It gives us so much energy. It’s the sun! It makes me feel so happy
It’s the sun! It helps out all the flowers. It’s the sun! And it has endless powers
In the night there is something silver that makes me so peaceful
It arrives full of magic and it’s really beautiful
When It’s full I see the moon, it’s magical and fills the sky
Then it’s empty with less light because it changes every night
It’s the moon! Sometimes it has a funny face
It’s the moon! It has so much light and grace
It’s the moon! Last night it was big and cool
It’s the moon! Tonight it will be new and cool
It’s the sun! I love to see it at the beach
It’s the sun! It has so much to give and teach
It’s the sun! It rises early in the morning
It’s the sun! There’s so much to be thankful for
It’s the moon! It’s cousins are the countless stars
It’s the moon! And it seems so very far
It’s the moon! I see it when it’s time to sleep
It’s the moon! I close my eyes and start to dream

The stars shine, one, two, three, four
Make a wish, now one more
There is joy, right by your side
Get some sleep, it’s alright
And then I dream in fly up so high
With the stars I take a ride
Take a breath one, two, three, four
Feel the peace, now some more
There is joy right by your side
Get some sleep, it’s alright
And then I dream in fly up so high
With the stars I take a ride
Take a breath, I’m by your side
Feel the peace, it’s alright
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